THE TRUE COST OF PAYROLL

BY THE NUMBERS:
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Outsourced payroll costs
18% less than in-house payroll
*source PriceWaterhouseCoopers
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Outsourced payroll insulates
you from the 6.8 million IRS tax
penalties generated each year,
equating to $4.5 Billion in tax
penalty dollars ($662 on average)
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PWC also states that payroll
is the number one target for
non-compliance penalties by
the IRS, lawsuits, and fraud.

*source, IRS *this does not include state

A recent PriceWaterhouseCoopers study
investigated whether it is more cost-effective for small and mid-sized companies to keep processing their own
payroll or to outsource the job. The majority of companies in the study assumed that outsourcing their payroll
processes would be more expensive; however, the opposite turned out to be true. Costs PWC Considered:

•

Cost of installing and running a system (to record hours
and/or process the payroll)

•
•
•
•
•

Salary and benefits for the people doing the payroll

•

System maintenance costs
System upgrade costs
Hard costs of check stock, envelopes, & MICR toner
Bank fees for direct deposit, cleared checks, and positive
pay
Delivery cost, either hard cost or personnel/labor cost for
manual delivery

•

Labor costs answering employee questions about
payroll and benefits, reprinting lost checks and earnings
statements

•
•

Time spent on processing hours and approving payroll

•

Cost of correcting human or technological errors which
may include extra labor, non-compliance penalties,
lawsuits, or even fraud

Time spent by leadership on training and oversight
of payroll staff

Recommendations for outsourcing payroll

1.

Outsource
According to the study, the best thing organizations can do to reduce
payroll costs is to outsource. The companies who outsourced their payroll
spent on average 18 percent less than companies who process payroll
themselves.

2.

One source for all outsourcing needs.
An additional suggestion to reduce expenses was to outsource other
functions that complement the payroll process, like time and attendance,
health and welfare benefits and workforce administration. The most costeffective result was using one provider to cover all outsourcing needs.

What PWC’s study didn’t catch:
Most companies were surprised that outsourcing was found to be less expensive; however, the cost
of installing and maintaining a system in-house coupled with the direct and indirect labor costs ended
up being pricier than paying a provider to process their payroll. But what PWC didn’t catch is the
opportunity cost of a company’s leadership being distracted with payroll errors and hits to employee
moral, when they could be spending it on running the business, increasing revenue, and increasing
overall profitability.

Let us help you resolve all of your payroll outsourcing needs.
Contact us at (281) 377-8144 or vist our website at www.payspherepayroll.com.
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